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The context
► Ambitious grid architectures are put forward for 2050.

► In any scenario, there is a need for more transmission grid.

► The 2050 projected European grids will be more interconnected than today, 
spanning more countries and transporting ever more energy from distant 
production centres to diverse consumption areas. 

► How to tackle the related challenges to plan, design, build, finance and 
operate these projected 2050 grid architectures?

► An appropriate regulatory framework can help to overcome these challenges 
and support the evolution towards these grid architectures. 
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The methodology (1/2)
► By means of analysing existing best practices from worldwide

frameworks, a set of regulatory options is provided, which can be
considered for future European regulation.

► A cross-sector and geographically spread set of 11 frameworks has been
investigated:
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European electricity
experiences

1. Germany

2. Great Britain

3. Nordic countries

Non-European
electricity
experiences

4. USA RTO regions

5. Central America

6. Argentina
7. Brazil

Generic electricity
case studies

8. Small and local
case studies
9. Merchant case
studies

Non-electricity
experiences

10. Gas sector

11. Non-Energy case
studies (Telecom,
Water, Aviation)
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The methodology (2/2)
► The focus of the regulatory analysis is on 5 main topics:

• Transmission network expansion design

• Ownership of transmission investments

• Financing of network investments

• Allocation of the cost of investments

• Technical & Market system operation
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Network Design:
Towards a more coordinated grid planning
► The ongoing evolution towards a more centralised, top-down planning

approach is to be supported. At the same time, the bottom-up and national
elements remain a key part of European grid planning.

► Such an approach allows to take into account the available local knowledge of
the regional and national networks.

► Investment proposals resulting from this process should be assessed and
approved by institutions with executive powers, looking after the interest of
the largest possible scale of stakeholders in the EU.

► The planning approach should therefore jointly identify all cross-border
reinforcements, taking into account all possible future scenarios, with the aim to
maximize the whole European social welfare.
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Financing & ownership: Towards continuously 
improved financing conditions
► Public sector support and rate-adders for strategic projects could push them

forward throughout the most risky project phases, but may be insufficient to solve
the entire challenge.

► A fair, stable and predictable risk-reward mechanism which takes into account
the different life-cycle stages of an infrastructure project must be created. This
implies that regulatory regimes should provide a forward-looking, long term
commitment to limit regulatory risk for investors.

► In addition, network costs can be more efficient by auctioning the construction
work for regulated cross-border assets, to determine which construction company
builds the asset for the TSO.

► Auctioning for TSO’s and reliable third parties to allocate the ownership of
assets is only put forward if local TSOs are not able to deliver the required
investments within a pre-specified time for reasons under their control.
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Cost allocation: Towards an appropriate and fair 
cost allocation of network infrastructures

► Given that costs and benefits of network investments will be increasingly spread
out over several countries in meshed grids, coordinated cost allocation of grid
investments should be foreseen for projects having a cross-border impact.

► In the short term, CBCA should only be applied in exceptional cases. In the
long term, if a(n updated) feasibility study indicates positive results, compulsory
multi-criteria CBCA agreements should be introduced.

► Network costs should be allocated as far as possible by applying the beneficiary
pays principle, providing efficient economic signals to all network users, both
generation (including RES) and demand.

► Cost components that cannot be indisputably allocated to a specific (group of)
stakeholder(s) and reliability network costs (N-1 costs) should be socialized.
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Technical & market operation: Towards a more 
coordinated system operation

► The internal energy market need to be completed ASAP and further regional
market integration in all time-frames must be ensured.

► The recent implementation of the flow-based mechanism serves as an example
for the future in that regard. In addition, if zonal transmission capacity allocation is
pursued, bidding zones should correspond with real network bottlenecks.

► Well-designed balancing markets with appropriate incentives for market actors
are a key requirement. Electricity markets should also contain a well-defined
adequacy objective which should be defined on a more regional basis.

► Further regional security monitoring and control mechanisms closer to real-
time, and over larger geographical areas are necessary. Definitely integrated
systems with high RES will require common tools, data and processes among
TSOs to deal with the variable and uncertain cross-border power flows.
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Conclusion
► In view of the projected evolutions of the European grid architectures up to

2050, adaptations to the current regulatory framework to realise these grid
architectures are necessary.

► In order to face the challenges for such grid architecture realisation, a set of
governance options has been elaborated by means of best practices derived
from worldwide experiences, which can be considered for future European
regulation.

► Each of the proposed options for regulatory modification has prooven its merits
in other existing regulatory frameworks.

► The project documents foresee a vast description of advantages and
disadvantages for each governance option, with a trajectory for policy makers to
guide them if these options are choosen to be implemented in Europe.
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Thank you for your attention!

Contact : rte‐e‐highway2050@rte‐france.com
Web: www.e‐highway2050.eu

Follow us on Twitter: @e_Highway2050 


